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ABSTRACT
During the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, back-to-back online
meetings result in an entirely different psychological experience by limiting the quality of
an individual’s social interactions. Now, it is almost like the same cardboard cutout of a
person on the same background appears under every scenario.

Leading web-based

collaboration environment meeting vendors have released multiple innovative solutions
(such as the setting of a personalized background, the availability of a virtual or immersive
meeting place to create a uniform meeting setting, etc.) so that attendees feel that they are
on an equal footing (such as in the same room, office, context, etc.). However, such
solutions will only work for a participant if their video is turned on. Moreover, a host will
only be able to create or change the virtual meeting place (background or theme) and the
background will be stationary for the entire session, which may not align with the choices
of the attendees who may also like the concept but prefer to see their own background in
the immersive view. To address the types of challenges that were described above,
techniques are presented herein that address all of the shortcomings of the existing
solutions by creating a Virtual Meeting Place for all of the participants irrespective of their
video status. Additionally, a meeting place that is created by a host may be customized by
the participants for their own viewing purposes. Further, a meeting place background may
be extremely dynamic in nature according to the context of the meeting (provided that the
host configures it accordingly).
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
As an initial matter, it is important to note that the material that is described and
illustrated in the narrative that is presented below may be employed with any of the online
meeting and collaboration systems, platforms, applications, etc. which are popularly
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available. For simplicity of exposition, such an entity will be referred to herein as a
collaboration environment.
As individuals work remotely, they often meet through collaboration environment
meetings. Such meetings are no longer the same as they were before the appearance of
COVID-19.

Now, back-to-back online meetings result in an entirely different

psychological experience by limiting the quality of an individual’s social interactions. As
a result, emotional and behavioral impacts from this are being observed.
Prior to COVID-19, the location of a meeting (e.g., an office, a home, a coffee shop,
etc.) was one of the main constituents of the context (apart from the attendees) which would
vary occasionally. Now, it is almost like the same cardboard cutout of a person on the
same background appears under every scenario. Moreover, the majority of meeting
participants prefer to turn their video off (sometimes unintentionally, due, for example, to
a low bandwidth situation where a video cannot be streamed). Most of the participants
who have their video turned on employ a different background. One of the main reasons
behind such an approach is the massively overcautious level of cognitive processing for
the individual as to the perception of the rest of the participants regarding the real
background of a home office (except during a low bandwidth situation). This sometimes
becomes psychologically challenging for establishing the context and understanding the
different types of interaction or conversation. It also creates a significant hesitation for an
individual to enter the space of a mutually agreed attention and agenda. Though the
attendees have not entered a shared physical space, ideally a meeting environment should
not impose any physical boundaries and must facilitate the effective elimination of the
cognitive processing for the participants. Ideally, the meeting environment must be
uniform. It should make the attendees feel that they are on an equal footing (such as in the
same room, office, context, etc.) which will, in turn, reduce the psychological load of the
attendees.
Currently, multiple web-based collaboration environment meeting solution vendors
have exposed settings for the participants to establish a customized background or
wallpaper to hide the real state of the home office background during a video call. In one
vendor’s solution a "Virtual Seating" feature will help in rearranging the order of the
participants in a gallery view. Other vendors have even rolled out features like "Together
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Mode" and "Immersive View" to place all of the participants on a video call together in a
virtual space (such as an auditorium, a meeting room, or a coffee bar) so that they look like
they are together in the same place.
However, the approaches that were described above entail different problems. For
example, features such as a customized background and a virtual space will only work for
the participants if video is turned on for them. In a case where video is turned off, or due
to a low bandwidth situation where a video cannot be streamed for the participant, those
features will not be effective.
Additionally, a host only has the option of placing participants automatically or
manually into a virtual scene in a "Together or Immersive View" mode (either default or
customized, according to the choice of a host). Thus, only a host has the sole authority to
set the background of the virtual space in a meeting for all of the participants. It may again
create a psychological barrier for the participants if they do not like the background or if
they want to set something different based on their own choice in the same mode.
The background of the virtual meeting place in a "Together or Immersive View"
mode is also quite static in nature and can only be changed manually by the host during a
meeting. In particular, the background does not take advantage of artificial intelligence
(AI) to make the session more interesting and dynamic for the participants.
The video of the attendees sometimes needs to be manually resized before being
placed in a virtual space. One vendor’s approach by default does not resize the participants'
video.

In a customized view, however, there are options to resize the image as a

preconfigured setting. In another vendor’s approach, resizing must be done manually
before adding the video to the virtual place.
To address these types of challenges (with existing solutions such as a customized
background and a virtual space) techniques are presented herein that support a unique
mechanism to create an intelligent, personalized, etc. virtual meeting place for all of a
meeting’s participants, irrespective of their video status, to provide a cognitive boost to the
participants.
The following discussion of the techniques presented herein makes use of the terms
"Virtual Meeting Place" and "Virtual Space" to refer to a virtual meeting environment
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which is equivalent to portions of the offerings from different collaboration environment
vendors.
Aspects of the techniques presented herein encompass a Virtual Meeting Place
including participants both with and without video. Unlike the offerings from different
collaboration environment vendors, under aspects of the techniques presented herein a
Virtual Meeting Place may be created with all of the meeting participants irrespective of
their video or camera status (e.g., on or off).
If a participant's video is on, then the captured video stream may be used by the
existing collaboration environment Foreground Matting Service routine to segment each
video frame image and extract the foreground and subject (e.g., image matting). If a
participant's video is off, then a collaboration environment backend may access the
collaboration environment profile picture and, with the help of AI, classify the image as
being either suitable or unfit for background customization. If the profile picture is
classified as unfit, then the collaboration environment backend may fetch a directory
picture and pass it on to the existing collaboration environment Foreground Matting
Service routine to extract the foreground and subject. Otherwise, the profile picture will
be used for the same purpose.
In place of a profile or directory picture, it is also possible to extract the foreground
object from the deep learnt video (e.g., a deep fake) for a participant who is not in a video.
This will be even more collaborative and bring in a connection to a Virtual Meeting Place.
Before mixing or combining with the desired background in the virtual place
specific frame, all of the segmented foreground objects may be resized (depending upon
the selected background image and the number of participants) with the help of available
image utilities or their equivalent (e.g., a collaboration environment vendor’s specific
image handling software development kit (SDK)).
It is also possible to employ deep learning, or mechanisms that merge the video
frames of two or more real-time video streams into united video frames of a combined realtime video stream, to create a Virtual Meeting Place frame (e.g., segmentation and matting
and mixing with the background) in a collaboration environment.
Figure 1, below, presents elements of an exemplary flow that is based on the above
discussion.
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Figure 1: Exemplary Flow for Virtual Meeting Place
The flow that is depicted in Figure 1, above, is identified as ‘Flow A’ and makes
reference to another flow, ‘Flow B,’ which will be illustrated and described below.
Aspects of the techniques presented herein also encompass a Virtual Meeting Place
having a dynamic and intelligent background. Such functionality will be described and
illustrated below.
In a collaboration environment hosts may schedule meeting with Virtual Meeting
Place mode on or they may turn on Virtual Meeting Place mode once they start a meeting.
Additionally, a host may hand-curate the background image, or a set of images, and then
tag them in a collaboration environment user interface (UI) widget before uploading same
to the collaboration environment. Preferentially the tagging and captioning are topic
specific according to the agenda of a meeting.
If there is only one image configured as the background image, the collaboration
environment Background Customization Service routine will use it as the background for
the virtual place. In a case where multiple tagged images are uploaded, the collaboration
environment Background Customization Service routine will employ them appropriately
and change the background of the virtual place based on the current discussion context of
a meeting.
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The collaboration environment Background Customization Service routine may
employ the closed captioning process and a transcript of a meeting (from an appropriate
service) to identify a topic and choose the most appropriate image as the background based
on lexical or semantic similarity, etc. based matching.
Figure 2, below, presents elements of an exemplary flow that is based on the above
discussion.

Figure 2: Exemplary Flow for Dynamic Background
The flow that is depicted in Figure 2, above, is identified as ‘Flow B-1’ and makes
reference to two other flows – ‘Flow A,’ which was described in connection with Figure 1,
above, and ‘Flow B-2,’ which will be illustrated and described below.
Aspects of the techniques presented herein further encompass a personalized
Virtual Meeting Place. For example, unlike the offerings from different collaboration
environment vendors where only a host has the sole authority to set the background of the
virtual space in a meeting for all of the participants, under aspects of the techniques
presented herein every participant is able to set the background of the virtual space. In
such a case each participant will see the same virtual meeting place with all of the other
participants but against the background of his or her choice.
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In support of such functionality, meeting participants are provided with a setting in
a collaboration environment application to specify and upload the background image for a
Virtual Meeting Place. Unlike a host, other participants will not be able to configure a
context sensitive background.
Once a meeting host configures or turns on the Virtual Meeting Place mode, this
setting will be activated for that meeting. If the host turns off the mode, the setting will be
deactivated.
According to aspects of the techniques presented herein there are two options for
creating a personalized Virtual Meeting Place.
Under a first option, a collaboration environment Background Customization
Service routine will create a participant-specific final virtual meeting place frame. If the
participant configures a personalized background option, the routine will use the specified
image and combine it with matted foreground objects to create the final image for the frame.
The same flow may be followed for all of the frames. If the participant does not configure
the setting, a host-specified background image (or images) will be used along with matted
foreground objects to create the final image for the frame. The same flow may be followed
for all of the frames.
Under a second option, instead of a collaboration environment Background
Customization Service routine the responsibility for creating a participant-specific final
virtual meeting place frame may be offloaded to the participants' meeting clients (i.e.,
collaboration environment client applications). Such meeting clients may be equipped with
a lightweight deep learning-based image segmentation model to ensure that everything runs
smoothly on such lower power devices. For e.g., a “mobile-net”-based architecture may
be employed for such a model where the total number of parameters may be tuned. Among
other things, the input and output sizes may need to be shrunk. In such a case, segmentation
masks may need to be produced at modest resolutions and then upscaled with traditional
image resizing techniques.
Under the second option a collaboration environment Background Customization
Service routine will pass the segmented-out objects and the appropriate background image
(as specified by a participant or by a host) on to the meeting clients to create the final image
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for the frame. The same flow may be followed for all of the frames with the previously
described model using them to create the final output.
It is important to note that although the image clarity may not be as good under the
second option as under the first option, offloading the responsibility to the meeting client
simplifies the architecture at the collaboration environment side.
Figure 3, below, presents elements of an exemplary flow that is based on the above
discussion where a participant configures the personalized background option in a Virtual
Meeting Place.

Figure 3: Exemplary Flow for Personalized Background Configured
The flow that is depicted in Figure 3, above, is identified as ‘Flow B-2’ and makes
reference to another flow, ‘Flow A,’ which was described in connection with Figure 1,
above.
Figure 4, below, presents elements of an exemplary flow that is based on the above
discussion where a participant does not configure the personalized background option in a
Virtual Meeting Place.
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Figure 4: Exemplary Flow for Personalized Background Not Configured
The flow that is depicted in Figure 4, above, is identified as ‘Flow B-2’ and makes
reference to two other flows – ‘Flow A,’ which was described in connection with Figure 1,
above, and ‘Flow B-1,’ which was described in connection with Figure 2, above.
An exemplary solution architecture, according to aspects of the techniques
presented herein and reflective of the above narrative, is presented in Figure 5, below.
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Figure 5: Exemplary Solution Architecture
Application of the various techniques presented herein offers a number of benefits
and advantages. Several of those will be described below.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, remote working is inevitable and the overall
feeling of working together as a team is being impacted as previously discussed.
Employing aspects of the techniques presented herein (for example, an intelligent,
personalized, etc. Virtual Meeting Place for all of a meeting’s participants, irrespective of
their video status) provides a strong cognitive boost for all of the participants.
Employing aspects of the techniques presented herein promotes an "Inclusive All"
culture by creating an environment where all of a meeting’s participants, including the host,
have equal rights. Such an environment will respect the choices of all of the participants
without sacrificing any of its functionalities.
Further, aspects of the techniques presented herein help in building the overall
feeling of working together as a team and add a great psychological advantage to a
collaboration environment meeting solution vendor’s customer base. In the long run, it
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will in turn improve the hybrid-remote worker experience using a collaboration
environment.
Finally, aspects of the techniques presented herein are completely unique in nature
and none of the existing vendor collaboration environment solutions offer the features that
have been described and illustrated in the above narrative.
In summary, techniques have been presented herein that address all of the
shortcomings of the existing collaboration environment meeting solutions by creating a
Virtual Meeting Place for all of the participants irrespective of their video status.
Additionally, a meeting place that is created by a host may be customized by the
participants for their own viewing purposes. Further, a meeting place background may be
extremely dynamic in nature according to the context of the meeting (provided that the host
configures it accordingly).
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